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expressed the concern that

"The Soviet Union.. .i. without question engaged in a
serious, steady, and sustained effort, which in the
absence of a U.S. re.ponse, could make it the domi-
nant military power n the world."

I return, as a privat

continuing Soviet buildup

U.S. response, aware tha the situation is now even more

serious.

The SALT II considera ion takes place against the backdrop

of a dynamic, deteriorated and still deteriorating strategic

situation.

While I recognize the complexities, and that sorne details

be to tmay available only ose currently involved, sufficient

contribute to our national

.TATEMENT OF

DON'LD H. RUMSFELD

ARMED .ERVICES COMMITTEE

OF TUE

UNIT D STATES SENATE

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee: I appreciate this

citizen, deeply concerned about the

nd, given the absence of an adequate

security.

information is available for the public to make informed

judgments as to whether the SALT II Treaty and Protocol

opportunity to appear aqa n before this Committee. In the

Annual Defense Report to the Congress in January, 1977, i
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It is my view th

and various "understa

this, despite the p

of the net effect of

strategic outlook for

As one who favor

would prefer to be he

Unfortunately, my con

bad one for the Unite

As has been indi

every capability the

denied to the U.S. T

serve, I believe, as

III negotiations. Wh

well being for a peri

"codify" the U.S. in

My hope is that,

Legislative branches,

which we can be as co

Soviets appear to be

theirs.
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t the pending SALT II Treaty, the Protocol

dings," do not merit approval. I say

itive aspects of the agreements, because

he provisions of the agreements, and the

the 1980's.

achieving an acceptable SALT II Treaty, I

e as a supporter of these proposals.

lusion is that the present bargain is a

StaLes and by more than a trivial margin.

ated by others, the Soviets are allowed

.S. is allowed, and allowed capabilities

e agreement, defective as to equity, would

n unappealing stepping off point for SALT

le providing Americans with a sense of

d, consent by the Senate would technically

situation less than parity.

given determination in the Executive and

we would set as our goal an outcome about

fident would enhance U.S. security, as the

hat the pending agreement will increase
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I will touch upon thr

Vladivostok to SALT II

I thFirst, recognize

context of the U.S. strate

However, I do not share th

was my view at the time t

U.S. interest. That rema

weight and momentum of th

self-denial in future str

past, such an agreement i

-3-

e problem areas -- the specifics of

the Treaty and Protocol, t e strategic outlook, and the apparent

current strategic doctrine I have elaborated on some of these

matters in attachments to y statement.

t all aspects of the treaty are not

ic forecast, programs, and doctrine.

positions that the terms of the

treaty become irrelevant if there is a step-up in U.S. defense

programs.

The provisions of the treaty and Protocol are important.

First, they will affect U.S. strategic programs through their

duration. Second, they will set the foundation for arms nego-

tiations in the future. Finally, they will affect the world's

view of the United States and the Soviet Union and of that

future.

In my view, the Unit cl States probably could have achieved

a treaty roughly comparab e to that now before you in 1976. It

at such a treaty would not be in the

ns my view today. Indeed, given the

Soviet build-up and the American

tegic capabilities over the recent

even less acceptable today.

unfavorable. Also, I a pleased that out of the Senate

deliberations has come a b oader public understanding that a

treaty on this subject s ould be viewed within the larger



provisions of the pendi

drafted, represent some

worth noting. The recor

have been additional r

corresponding limitation

have set forth some of t

They include:

a separate ceili

legitimizes a to

I believe, U.S.

a ceiling on la
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ng SALT II agreements, as currently

Contributions, but also some departures

d suggests that since Vladivostok there

estrictions of U.S. systems, without

on Soviet systems. In Attachment I, I

e changes from Vladivostok to SALT II.

g on MIRVed ICBM launchers, which

al of MIRVed ICBM's beyond that which,

efense planning would likely require;

nchers for heavy missiles, which has

significance in light of Soviet deployment of the

SS-18s;

the mobile ICBM .asing issue;

ICBM modernizat'on provisions, which, while limited

by the so-called 5% rule, still permit the Soviets

to deploy their ew generation missiles, and could leave

the American pe.ple with the inaccurate impression

that modernizati.n has been significantly restricted;

the Backfire bo ber, which Vladivostok left open for

further negotiation in tandem with cruise missiles;

while it was the just coming into operation and there

was internal deb;te as to its caoability, Backfire has

intercontinental capability;

It is true that SAL T has been a continuing process con-

ducted by each administ ration since President Johnson. The



air-launched cru

now restricted i

acteristics;

sea-launched cru

Protocol in both

a unique precede

nuclear role;

ground-launched

vostok, now res

and conventional

disadvantage of

In short, I do n

represent a net improvem

the contrary, the conten

missiles, left out at Vi

largely unfavorable to t

already deployed, is no

conceding the Soviet con

system. It is. We know

that it is not? Cruise

non-nuclear role.
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se missiles, a new U.S. technology,

both deployment and payload char-

se missiles, now restricted by the

their nuclear and -- here setting

t in their conventional or non-

ruise missile: left open at Vladi-

ricted -- again in both nuclear

roles to the potential

he U.S. and our allies.

t believe these SALT II proposals

nt over the Vladivostok Accord. On

ious issues of Backfire and cruise

divostok, have been resolved in ways

e U.S. The Backfire, with some 200

t counted under SALT II, seemingly

tention that it is not a strategic

it is. They know it is. Why ratify

missiles are constrained even in their
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The SALT II Agreements

At the appropriate t me, I recommend reopening the negoti-

ations. With an awarenes that history suggests that with the

Soviets we cannot rely on trust and goodwill, areas where im-

provements should be sougi t include:

Limitations on cru se missiles -- sea-launched, ground-

launched and air-l;unched should be revised, taking

into account the d-ployment of the SS-20 and both U.S.

requirements and t e increasingly serious problems of our

allies;

Problems for the U.S. and our allies resulting from the

inclusion of Thon- clear" armed cruise missiles -- only

a "nuclear armed" sefinition should be permitted;

Inclusion of the Backire bomber as a strategic system.

This might be don by linking older B-52s (Ds and Cs)

with Backfires and including both within the ceilings,

in that the Sovie bomber is more capable than the older

B-52s, and no agreement should suggest the opposite;

Resolution of the inequitable treatment of the Soviet

heavy missiles;

Assured flexibiliiy for the possible mobile MX-ICBM

basing modes;

Verification quesiions with respect to range and pay-

load limits on cr'ise missiles, the danger of upgrading

the SS-20s to SS- 6s by adding one stage, numbers of

RVs (SS-18s), and encryption;



Resolution of the

tations which cou

between the parti

ies in the relati

Assured ability t

ambiguities and unilateral interpre-

d be masking fundamental disagreements

s and if so would lead to difficult-

nship later; and

share technology with our allies.

With respect to thes problem areas, I commend the persua-

sive material provided by The Honorable Paul Nitze.

Finally, as I will i dicate, such negotations should be

conducted in the context sfi a new five-year defense plan that

will assure that the U.S. has the capabilities necessary to make

any agreed treaty equitable.

U.S. Strategic Outlook

I have indicated som- of the changes in the negotiations

from Vladivostok to SALT II. It must be added that the more

favorable military balanc- and outlook projected at the time of

Vladivostok have changed in ways adverse to the U.S. as well.

At that time, the U.S. had under way:

programs to procur- 244 B-1 follow-on manned bombers,

scheduled to begin operational deployment this year;

an accelerated MX ith initial operational deployment

scheduled for lat- 1983;

cruise missile pr.grams with land and sea deployments

scheduled next ye.r and deployment of air-launched

cruise missiles o some 200 B-52s beginning ìn 1981;

expectations of o e and a half Tridents each year,

e
with deployment b.ginning this year; and



an open Minutemen III production line available to

address the even hen real problem of the Soviets

gaining a window if vulnerability on U.S. land-

based ICBMs.

As others have indi ated, the strategic outlook for the

U.S. has deteriorated. .S. national security leadership in

1976 never contemplated eaving the U.S. in its present posi-

tion, where the Soviet U ion is mass producing both land-based

missiles and a manned bo ber fleet while the U.S. has open pro-

duction lines for neithe . In addition to the Soviets' consi-

derable effort, recent U S. actions include cancellation of the

B-1 with no quid pro quo significant delay of MX and some de-

lays in cruise missiles, apparently to accommodate SALT, techni-

cal delays in the Triden II missile, and reductions in ship-

building. The adverse t ends can readily be seen by comparing

significantly deteriorat ng situation.

Because of these tr-nds, approval of this agreement could

even less adequate to se

someness of the Soviets,

be regretted.

On August 12, 1941,

draft was extended by bu

sentatives 203 to 202

ve as a counterweight to the adventure-

such an endorsement would, I believe,

four months before Pearl Harbor, the

one vote in the U.S. House of Repre-

with 27 not voting. Senate action on

the charts on the strate ic outlook for the 1980's in the two

most recent DOD Pos ure Statements. They portray a

be seen as a vote of con idence in the path our country is

unmistakenly on. In the 1980's, when U.S. capabilities will be



these SALT II proposals

partance. It is clearly

debateable. So was the

I suspect that those Ame

maintained by leaning to

tions of others wished t

had erred on the side of

The record of what

self-denial over the r.ec

dangerous trend in relat

sized in 1976.

The Administration'

more willing to invest t

grams and asks for the n

tians thus far have been

fall considerably beyond

Given the thrust of the

are driving down the roa

ties in the decade ahead

to feel appropriate, it

reversing the adverse tr

missiles now under disc
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ould well be of similar historic im-

a difficult issue. It is admittedly

ote in 1941. But on December 8, 1941,

icans who felt peace could best be

ard an optimistic view of the interi-

at, if they were to have erred, they

caution.

ust be described as U.S. strategic

nt past has made more serious the

ve military capabilities which I empha-

recent comments suggest it now may be

e funds needed for both strategic pro-

;tion's support. Unfortunately, the ac-

such as to create ari investment short-

that which they seem willing to fund.

dministration's programs thus far, we

s toward clearly inadequate capabili-

Given the modest correction they seem

s my view we will not be successful in

-nds. With the small number of MX

ssion, the unwillingness to modernize



the Minuteman, the ag

Poseidon, the cancell

of the equally import

could drop to a fract

1990's if current tre

Meanwhile, the S

steady and cumulative

debate these issues,

two times more to str

Given -the years

not come as a surpris

heading for strategic

been sliding toward i

Nor should it hay

based ICBM force t

the B-1 decision, was

would become vulnerab

appearance before thi

Actions taken in

man production line,

the period of such p
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g of the B-52s, the stretch-outs of

tion of the B-1, and the reduced

number of Tridents, U.S. strategic forces, to say nothing

nt conventional and naval forces,

on of existing capabilities by the

ds are permitted to continue.

viets will have persisted in their

y impressive build-up. Today as we

he Soviets are devoting as much as

tegic programs than the U.S.

f observation we have had, it should

to any that the Soviet Union was

superiority and that the U.S. has

feriority.

come as a surprise that our land-

e most accurate leg of what, before

called the strategic nuclear Triad

e in the early 1980's. In a previous

Committee, I pointed out that:

"before the mid- 980's, the Soviets could
possibly have t e capability, with a small
fraction of ther ICMB's, to destroy the
bulk of the U.S. Minuteman/Titan force."

the mid-1970's on the MX, the Minute-

nd the B-1, were designed to minimize

tential vulnerability. Subsequent



changes in these prog

creased U.S. vulnerab

duration.

For years we hay

is a danger of actio

legitimate issue and

however, have outstr
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ams and others have substantially in-

lity and considerably extended its

heard cautions from some that there

/reaction occurring. This was a

oncern given the stakes. Events,

pped that argument. There is no

question but that t.he Soviets have had every opportunity

over the past 15 year to moderate their behavior. If

anything, it is worse. To those who have said or hoped

that unilateral steps by the U.S. to ease tensions would be

reciprocated by the S.viets, the answer is they did not;

unilateral actions ave not been reciprocated by the

Soviets. To people w o talk of the arms race, one must ask

whether there has r

appropriate characterization might be that the Soviets have

been trotting and the U.S. has been walking.

The growing U.S. strategic vulnerability compounds a

host of other defense problems -- theater, conventional,

and naval before u.. in the 1980's. I have elaborated on

these adverse trends in Attachment II.

ally been an arms race. A more



s

cades. But the princ

than the others, has

depth of the Soviet m

research and developm

one can study their p

their steadiness of p

not been distracted b

negotiations.

1\s this became b

the war in Viet Nam e

was provided to rever

military capabilities

in helping to address

Pentagon, this Commit

p
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1 reason, more important in weight

een the persistence, the breadth and

litary effort in military investment,

nt, production and deployment. No

ogress without being impressed by

rpose and the reality that they have

the fact of concurrent arms control

tter understood in the mid-l970's, as

ded, and as Presidential leadership

e the adverse trends in relative

Congress was generally cooperative

the problem. During my tenure at the

ee, when told the facts, measured up

to its responsibilit es. Regrettably, since that time,

U.S. Defense Investme

There are many r asons for the relative decline in

U.S. defense capabili ies and they stretch over two de-



with Executive leader

tion, the nation has

iority. The question

rather, "How do we

right?"

The last Ford Ad

Congress, for fiscal

real growth in defens

real increase actuall

the ordei of magnitud

took a detailed look

time, two things have

which affect the leve

First, there hay

what was needed as se

defense plan, as a re

inflation growing at

ready, since January

shortfall in budget

hip in a generally different direc-

gain been set on the path to infer-

is not "Where did we go wrong?" but

set the defense funding shortfall

inistration defense budget request to

978, would have resulted in a 6.3%

investment; that on top of the 5.8%

appropriated for FY 1977. This was

thought necessary the last time I

t U.S. defense programs. Since that

happened adverse to our situation

of effort required today.

been substantial reductions from

forth in the January 1977 five-year

uit of the reductions, and because of

higher than anticipated rate. Al-

977, there is roughly a $38.6 billion

authority, on an inflation adjusted



fense planning and th

been found to have a

progress, and capabil

ICBM accuracy improve

things, have been mo

officially forecast.
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basis. If the Admini-tration's five-year plan for FY 78-82

proceeds, the shortfa i will aggregate to $83.8 billion in

budget authority and 91.8 billion in outlays by 1982.

In considering t e shortfall problem, if one takes in-

to account the fact t at the tendency has been to fully

fund the pay and retiied benefits portion of the budget, it

is clear that the sit ation is actually more serious than

the numbers cited md cate. In fact, the shortfall has

actually hit hardest n the procurement and R & D accounts.

Through FY 1980, the procurement account alone is $26

billion short of that which was proposed in January 1977,

or roughly a 22% shorifall in three years. If this pattern

continues through FY 982, the Procurement shortfall will

be $53.8 billion on a inflation adjusted basis.

In addition, U.S intelligence estimates, on which de-

s budget decisions are based, have

am underestimated Soviet efforts,

ties. In the strategic realm, Soviet

ents and MIRVing rates, among other

e rapid and impressive than were

U.S. intelligence underestimates



U

and calls for an irìcr

the sake of argument,

to select a conservat

Soviet progress in ex

the five-year Defense

The funding shor

fense shortfall of so

the amount that we pr

security. I believe

plan. Therefore, I c

to provide for our na

verse trends, is to m

refinements may be ne

question becomes not

rather over what peri

back on track.

o

o

-15-

regional capabili-

ase in the U.S. level of effort. For

one could reasonably add 2 billion,

ve figure, as necessary to offset

ess of what had been projected when

Plan was submitted in January, 1977.

falls from reductions and inflation

e $40 billion in FY 1980 dollars from

jected was essential to our national

here was validity to that 5-year

nclude that the task today, if we are

ional security and reverse the ad-

ke up that shortfall. Accepting that

ded on these rough estimates, the

hether to make up the shortfall, but

d of time can we risk waiting to get

of $38.6 billion, and the intelligence underestimates es-

timated at roughly $2 billion, aggregate to a total de-

ties. Since we know ore today, and it is for the most

part adverse, it logi ally makes the task more difficult



If Congress decided to do so in one year, it would

mean a $40 billion in

$135.5 billion request

mum of 5% real growth

levels for FY 1981 and

make it up over two ye

took to create the pr.

per year over the Admi

1980, another $20 billion over the Ford Administration's

proposed level for FY

growth per year over

level for FY 1982 and

Admittedly, it would

would be fooling ours

forgo the funding sho

would be to repeat th

on our future and

further instability.

One might reason

might be spent. I do

several areas in n

Attachment II.
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rease in FY 1980 over the pending

and then the widely discussed mini-

ser year on top of the Ford proposed

/

thereafter. If it were decided to

ars, roughly the amount of time it

blem, it would be roughly $20 billion

nistration's pending request for FY

1981, and then at least 5% real

the Ford Administration's proposed

thereafter.

e better than where we are, but we

ives if we believed we could safely

tfall I have described. To do so

error and to impose crushing costs

nrìecessarily increase the risk of

bly ask how the additional funds

not provide a definitive program, but

ed of attention are indicated ìn

5%

As a result of t

real increase each

e above, I am persuaded that simply a

year over the next several years will

not meet the true defense needs of our country.



However, one might

the U.S. cannot afford

vestment provides futur

ties provide deterrents

and the nation so neces

increasingly dangerous

U.S. Strategic Doctrin

The third and rei

doctrine. Agreement o

tegic policy and doctr

defense planning and- i

negotiations. Absent

seemingly random basis

U.S. strategic do

tion statements and ac

ambiguities or a prefe

ton" or "minimum deter

ments on strategic wea

devastation of innoceri

the Kremlin were faced

age of civilians and c

from aggression and po

Such a view, encompass

ment, is unsound and d

In my view, the U

tended deterrence, whi

periority to the Sovie

been said by the Hudso

encan strategic force

non-incredible negativ

choose to calculate the shortfall,

o ignore it. Present military in-

military capabilities. Capabili--

and the options for the President

sary to contribute to peace in our

nd untidy world.

ted concern involves U.S. strategic

the basic principles of U.S. stra-

ne are necessary to guide both U.S.

vestment and future arms control

greement, both could continue on a

trine, as suggested by Administra-

ions, seems to reflect either some

ence for "mutual assured destruc-

ents." Several Presidential com-

ons have evoked images of wholesale

citizens and the corollary that, if

with the threat of substantial dam-

ties, it would logically be deterred

itical use of nuclear superiority.

ng the discredited "overkill" argu-

ngerous.

S. should adopt an approach of ex-

h does not relinquish strategic su-

s. It should be premised, as has

Institute, on the fact that "Am-

are about the business of posing

sanctions in Soviet minds, and, if



s
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such sanctions in action.' It should

at the Soviets have done nothing to

hould assure that the U.S. is proper-

th a potential Soviet breakout.

c nuclear posture should reinforce

ce deterrents at the regional level,

ear, conventional and naval forces.

annot be viewed in isolation of other

nly in terms of how many Soviet cas-

from a given response.

viewed from a perspective of "mini-

LT II Treaty and Protocol provisions

sense than when viewed from a per-

deterrents 11

iven the evolution of the various

oth sides since the initiation of

context of the negotiations may have

ts. Certainly, it is increasingly

ry to usefully separate strategic

eas incjly intimate interrelationship

ms and regional forces. We must now

gional balance in the context of the

ce.

need be, and imposing

reflect the reality t

earn trust. And, it

ly postured to deal w

The U.S. strateg

and be seen to reinfo

including theater nuc

Strategic deterrents

forces or considered

ualities would result

Not surprisingly

mum deterrents," the

make considerably mor

spective of "extended

It may well be, u

gray area systems on

S1\LT, that the presen

been overtaken by eve

difficult today to

forces from their inc

with "gray areatt syst

view the problem of r

evolving nuclear bala
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As the U.S. strat:gic outlook has deteriorated, it

has eroded with it tie regional deterrents, so important

to our allies and ou interest in regional stability.

The behavior of o r allies and other nations is import-

ant to the U.S.

Specifically:

Their military ontribution to the regional

balance and detrrents is necessary for stability;

Their incrementd accommodation to Soviet wishes would

be damaging to 'ur political, economic and security

interests; and

An alternative o their cooperation with the U.S.

could be nucleat proliferation.

Broader agreemen on U.S. strategic doctrine is

fundamental to determining the acceptability of a given

SALT II Treaty. Eq ally important, such agreement is

necessary to focus U.S. goals in arms negotiations as well

as to the setting of riorities in U.S. defense investment.



Launch on Warning

With broad agreem

tions such as "launch

of increasing currenc

would be seen for wha

ible.

One must ask of a

crutch of no valid us

weakness the follo

Soviet targets? With

Against an attack of

which U.S. targets?

that the Soviets won

Reliance on such

doctrine of "minimum

strategy of extended

dermine U.S. flexibi

crisis,and remove o

precise, moderate, a

crisis situation.

y reaching for this crutch -- a

other than in trying to justify U.S.

ing questions: Launch against what

what degree of evidence of an attack?

what size? Against an attack against

And, with what degree of confidence

d not "launch on warning" coming back?

a policy -- while in keeping with a

deterrents" -- is inconsistent with a

deterrents. Ignoring the risk to our-

-20-

nt on U.S. strategic doctrine, no-

on warning" or "launch under attack,"

in Washington in the past two years,

they are -- dangerous and not cred-

selves and others, sich a "hair-trigger" posture would un-

ity, affect U.S. determination in a

tions for a President to command more

d hence appropriate responses in a



The increasing t

believe, an illustrat

strategic capabilitie

of one of the dangers

rents. Rather than r

ing," the U.S. should

such a possibility.cl

without, however, rul

range of options in

respond to aggression

The SALT Process

All of us have

SALT process from va

some years. A recen

out accurately that,

spect, that the SALT

arms buildups. Cert

that the numerous ag

Soviets have succeed

versely, it is clear

fected U.S. programs

sidering the dynamic

-21-

;lk of "launch under attack" is, I

on of the degree of decline of U.S.

- in relation to the Soviet Union, and

of the doctrine of minimum deter-

-sort to a policy of "launch on warn-

make the investment necessary to make

-any understood to be unnecessary,

ing it out. A President should have a

luding that, but not only that - to

not a "panic button."

'w had an opportunity to observe the

ious vantage points over a period of

Wall Street Journal article pointed

objectively, it seems clear in retro-

era has been one of history's great

inly it cannot be argued persuasively

eements the U.S. has signed with the

d in slowing their buildup. Con-

that the SALT era has adversely af-

Given that record, it is worth con-

of such negotiations.



is important. While

the Soviets do seem

fit their doctrine -

amid conflicting do

prone to adjust deL:

its negotiating posi

the negotiations.
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First, as suggested, U.S. strategic doctrine must be

set in order, express-d with greater clarity, and broader

agreement achieved a a prerequisite to formulating the

criteria for acceptasle S/\LT agreements. The cart can't go

before the horse. Srious issues of strategy and weapons

acquisitions should ot be addressed as though they were

basically negotiable arms control matters. This problem

was most recently Il ustrated in the delays of the MX and

the issues as to its basing mode, and some of the delays in

cruise missile procuement.

While not necesari1y inherent in the process, witness

the fact that the Soviets have not been similarly

inhibited, the U.S. as allowed, for whatever reasons, the

existence of the arm. control negotiations to unnecessarily

inhibit us from maki q necessary program and investment

decisions. This asy metry between the U.S and the Soviets,

it may be giving them too much credit,

to design their arms control posture to

d defense program goals. The U.S.,

estic and allìed pressures, seems more

nse programs, doctrine, investment, and

ure to fit the evolving circumstance of



C
This problem, wich can affect the outcome of such

negotiations, seems ti result from a variety of factors,

including the followi g:

America's rela ionship with and reliance upon our

allies is more important to us and more complex than the

Soviets' relatonship with their allies; our alliances

can be more s-verely strained by such matters,

whereas theirs seem less vulnerable, probably in

that their al ies tend to be occupied nations;

Ours is an op=n society, with a free press, more

numerous presure groups and divided responsi-

bility under 'he constitution.

Second, the pro'ess probably has had the effect of

lulling our free pe.ple, hopeful people, peaceful people,

into believing that an agreement in itself - rather than

real relative def-nse capabilities can assure our

national security. Our proper goal, of course, should not

be arms agreeme t, but peace and the preservation of

freedom, and to th

to that goal, but nly to that extent, it is desirable.

And,
a given agreement may or

may not contribute .0 that end.

__._) )_
L--)

extent of an agreement can contribute



In the Defense Rport to this Committee in 1977, I

pointed out that:

"So far, arms co trol successes have been modest"
and that Soviet response to U.S. proposals "has
not been suffic'ent to permit the signature of
an agreement th:t would be in the U.S. national
security intere.ts."

I believe this s ill to be the case. While it is cer-

tainly worth continui g to try to achieve a supportable

arms agreement, benefts from arms control have been and

will likely continue to be modest and difficult to achieve.

Only if this is recog ized will we have the persistence and

the staying power to eep at the task and avoid accepting

an unacceptable agree ent.

In negotiations as complex as SALT, and involving as

many U.S. government agencies and as much press attention,

there is a danger th.t reaching agreement, considered a

success in our socieuy, could become the goal, rather than

the goal being pease and stability. President Carter

seemed to indicate in his Inaugural Address that his

ultimate goal is the eradication of nuclear weapons from

the face of the eart . That is an interesting pursuit, but

its worth is, I subm t, not absolute, and must be tested

against our basic nauional goals - the preservation of

freedom arid enhanc:ment of peace. And, other goals,

including the Presid t's, have validity insofar as they

contribute to the ac ievement of our fundamental goals.



Third, I worry a

domestic political re

Executive Branch Offi

to explain away, just

misbehavior. In some

comes an apologist f

such support is neces

support for the So

limitation effort. T

them to task for viol

leaders' actions an' words occasionally leave the

inaccurate impressio that we either approve of or

acquiesce in such mis.ehavior.

Most recently I .uspect this phenomenon led the Ad-

ministration to rush to contend that the Soviet troops in

Cuba posed no threat, and to argue that they were not vio-

lating the 1962 agreement negotiated by President Kennedy.

Without arguing those questions, the effect of rushing to

put in the best ugh that which is clearly not in our in-

terest, is to risk c.nfusing the American people and the

world of what behavi.r pattern we feel is in the interest

of world peace.
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out another spin-off from SALT. The

lities of the process seem to drive

ials toward a feeling they must try

fy, defend and rationalize Soviet

instances, the Administration be-

the Soviets, apparently feeling that

ary to maintain domestic political

jets as our partner in the arms

e result is that, rather than calling

tions of acceptable behavior, our



glasses tends to bu

hear fears that disap

Agreement would be a

suggested the epitaph

throw the world back

illogical implication

once we sign one agr.

lost. It is not so.

I suggest that

the SALT II Agreemen.

were equitable. Adm
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A bit earlier w: heard from the President something

to the effect that Ge eral Secretary Brezhnev wants the

same things I do. It is not so. Only the most cloistered

would deny that the Soviets are seeking superiority.

Clearly, if this is o be an effect of "detente," it has a

value less to the U.S than to the Soviets, and less than

has been the American people's impression.

Fourth, I am con erned that the signing of a document

by a President and e have seen many signed with the So-

viets in recent yea s amid the clinking of champagne

id a momentum of its own. Today we

roval of this particular SALT II

rave world event. Some have even

"war-monger" and alleged it could

into the depths of the Cold War. The

of such noise in the system is that

ement, we must sign them all or all is

f the situation is that fragile, then

would be of little value evei'i if it

ttedly without proof or certainty, I
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than the urgent probi

problems posed by Ba

modernization, and

capabilities, this is

strength of our allia

top of the agenda.

Margin for Error

The SALT treaty,

serve to lull the Ame

circumstance is impro

ating.

The margin for e

When the U.S. had a s

tical, and economic

could and were readil

areas during the post

- Delays on weapo

- Production dela

budget or polit

- Defense cuts, u

instance of the

Intelligence un

client state ca
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m of regional stability. Given the

kfire, the SS-20, theater nuclear

the growing Soviet conventional

a matter of vital importance to the

ces and, I believe, must be at the

indeed no arms negotiation, should

ican people into thinking that our

ing when it is, in fact, deterior-

ror for the United States is gone.

rplus of capability military, poli-

short-term fluctuations or set-backs

absorbed. Examples exist in many

World War II period. They include:

systems for technical reasons;

s ori weapon system deployments for

cal reasons;

derfunding or stretch--outs, at the

Executive or Legislative branches;

erestimates of Soviet or Soviet

abilities;



Examples such as these

during a time of an abu

with that margin for er

members of this Congres

ing our country at a ti

of your predecessors.

and caution are require

post World War II peno

realms cannot and will

of U.S. capability. It

indeedspecial, unique,

defense and deterrents
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Set-backs in relations with allies, such as denial

of the use of faci ities to assist in common de-

fense and;

Concessions in arm control agreements that, in

restrospect, were ore important than they may

have seemed at the time.

twenty years alone and in combination.

speckle the past fifteen to

Each was absorbed,

dance of U.S. capability. Today,

or gone, President Carter and the

have the unenviable task of serv-

e significantly different from that

considerably higher degree of care

today than at any time in the

Mistakes made in any of these

t be absorbed today by an excess

doesn't exist. This places a very

burden this Administration andupon

oday and during the 1980's.

this Congress in deterrn ning our nation's interest with

respect to this trea y, strategic doctrine and the

capabilities -strategi and conventional - needed for



The reality is th

security apparatus not

times involved, the y

research, development,

then the up to 20 year

the decisions made by

resources they will ha

Defense program

implemented during thi

directly during the

measurable and early c

during this period the

future Presidents were

to contribute to peace

1990's.

The Soviet Union

because of its size, n

not because of the per

and not because of the

Soviet Union is a supe

raw military power, th
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t Presidents manage the national

with capabilities of their design or

ars necessary for authorizations,

testing, production, deployment, and

life span of weapon systems, few of

President or a Congress, affect the

e at their disposal.

or delays or cancellations

period will affect the country most

mid- to late 1980's. Without a

ange, history could well record that

resources which will be available to

weakened, and, so too, their ability

and stability in the 1980's and

s a world power, a superpower, not

t because of geography or resources,

uasiveness of its political system,

productivity of its economy. The

power purely and simply because of

military arid political options and

decision, but with t e capabilities and therefore the

options left them by t eir predecessors. Given the lead



facing facts. In our fre

problem of this type

American people the truth

necessary corrections.

Prating about our sup

is or our superior econ

though either would help

missile crisis, or worse,

can openers and washing machines would contribute to the

strategic nuclear deterre
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influence that such power provides, and, its pattern of

being willing to use pow-r to assert influence in the

world.

Understandably, Executive Branch officials seem reluc-

tant. to characterize the fifteen to twenty year slide of

U.S. capabilities relative to the Soviets. Under-

standably, they seem to f-el that description of the trends

so adverse to the U.S. wo id weaken our nation's ability to

manage U.S. foreign and d-fense policy. This is a valid

point. However, it is not a good enough reason to avoid

system, the correction for a

equires that leaders tell the

and earn their support for the

nor political system which it

mic power which it is as

s much in a modern day Cuban

is like suggesting that electric

ce or the NATO balance.



The argument as t

ity today or will have

technically interestin

The expectation is tha

And, that expectation

Loes alike, is already

only on the basis of w

already seeing the sig

While we cannot b

legitimately retain t

could achieve a suitab

should continue workin

I subscribe to

effective national sec

making can only be pro

Member of Congress,

members of the House a

absence of such lead

leadership in these ar

committee on the orga

1960's, I testified

that the respective r

clear, given the many changes that had taken place in our

world.
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whether the Soviets have superior-

it in 18 months or 24 months is

, but not vital to the task at hand.

they now have it or will have it.

lone, in the minds of friends and

affecting our world. People act not

at is but also what. will be. We are

s.

certain of it, I believe we can

e hope that further negotiations

e agreement. Certainly, we can and

toward that end.

he view that the leadership for

rity and foreign policy decision-

ided by the President. As a former

I recognize the frustration that

d Senate can feel when they sense an

rship or disagree with executive

as. In testimony before the joint

ization of Congress in the mid-

to that effect, pointing out

sponsibilities were complex and not



I recognize that j

House and Senate cannot

these areas, neither

Attempting to micromana

between the U.S. and

Congress would be a dis

detailed specifics of a

two-thirds of a trullo

work. I recognize t

unquestioned constituti

strategic doctrine, or

for the Congress to im

st as individual members of the

provide surrogate leadership in

can the Congress as a whole.

e the multifaceted relationships

150-plus other nations from the

ster. Attempting to prescribe "the

5-year defense budget approximating

dollars, as you know, would not

at, while the Congress has an

nal obligation, the correction for

a difference of view wih Executive leadership in these

areas is obviously not o try to place the hands of each of

the 535 members of the ouse and Senate on the nation's

steering wheel and hope that we could successfully navigate

through the difficultie. ahead. For this reason, I am

reluctant to recommend specific amendments to the SALT

treaty, detailed adjustments to the apparent existing

pecific defense spending proposals

se on the Executive. Rather, it has

been my intention to ex.ress my concerns about existing

doctrine, defense investment and aspects of the SALT II

agreements, and offer some broad policy directions that

might serve as a guide,recognizing that the Executive will

need some leeway in mo ing in these directions.



When Do We Know Somet

Free people can

process is occurring,

tu a crisis occurs.

take action, but othe

are surprised and reg

did not go bankrupt i

over a period of time

acute do people take

dence was available w

it would go away. It

The world's reac

turning point in hist

against the mad momen

arms" and "now, with

overcome emotion, the

all people in peace."

failure of leadership

in arms stength leads

stable world, and, i

in

ear bits of evidence that suggest a

but seem not to take full notice un-

When told a tornado is coming, some

s defer precautions, wait, and then

etful when it hits. New York City

a day. Most major events evolve

Too often, only when the crisis is

ction, even though considerable evi-

11 before.

did not.

ion to Munich was, well done, a major

ry, a victory of the "peace forces"

um toward war, a halt in the "race of

hanks that good sense and reason have

e will be a growing partnership of

History sees it differently, as a

The reality for us is that weakness

to weakness in diplomacy, a less

the extreme, a less peaceful world.

place in Germany, ut the majority, their government

leaders, and, therefo e, the countries, behaved as though

In the 1930's th

decent people could

British and French

not help but see

free

what was

people,

taking



Today, we have a

invasion of Poland or

fast upon us. The

superiority to roug

feriority. Many knew

this reality has stil

people. When it does

We stand on the brink

a fundamental instb

thereby place peace a

We are, by our behavi

risking stability, risking peace, risking the fate of

freedom. It is not c

see. There is no exc

is, unambiguously, co

As free people w

And we have done some

of the survivability

requires a cataclys

dangerously adverse t

be willing to invest

before they overtake

well and those who do

our decision.
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problem not a Pearl Harbor or an

France, hut a serious problem coming

U.S. has slipped from strategic

equivalence toward certain in-

it was coming. Many said so, yet

not fully registered on the American

ully register, they won't like it.

of inactions which could well inject

lity into the world equation and

d freedom in unnecessary jeopardy.

r, by unilateral acts as free people,

assified. It is there for all to

se for not knowing it. The tornado

ing.

are free to be wise and free to err.

of both over our history. The test

a free people is whether it

ic event to make us realize a

end, or whether we are wìse enough to

sufficiently to head off problems

s. The world - those who wish us

not is watching anxiously to learn
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I

country back on the pa
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encouraged that America now bemay

h toward strength and peace.

Mr. Chairman,

waking up to the seri

a

usness of the growing threat to

peace. My hope is tha we will get about setting our


